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a very professional film with many
accents, acting, costumes and

cinematography to make it seem as if
we were in the summer of 2014. it is
also the first collaboration between

two of my very favorite directors, luc
besson and olivier nakache, who has

directed the intouchables and the
fifth element. set in modern-day
canada, it is about a middle-aged

guy, dennis, who rescues a baby by
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the side of the road after a car wreck.
dennis returns home to his quaint

little town and finds his life to have
been in limbo, with the same house
and job he's had for years. dennis
makes a new friend, a small-town

cop, charlie, who is very interested in
dennis and his ability to see things as
they are. the investigation into who
took the baby, in fact who took the

baby and killed dennis' wife, all come
together very nicely in the finale, and

was an unexpected ending, that i
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found to be very moving and
emotional. i very much enjoyed the
film, and recommend it to anyone

who likes a touching and decent film
that appeals to all.. just a quick
collection of posters from the

heineken movie set today. never a
dull moment on set. we were

shooting at the infamous mario
bava's castle and right in front is the
fenced off area where we take all the
products for the day, such as water
bottles, phone, umbrellas and junk
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like that, and we take this walkway
that was right outside of the set. i can

not wait to see the final product.
kathryn emeri & i are working on our

first big action piece for the iconic
horror superstar mario bava! stay

tuned for all the updates! on the set
of heineken's in berlin. the last day
was a big day of shooting! with the
sun blazing and wind blowing, we

went out to take some test shots of
our first action film for heineken
together with patrick wood and
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kathryn we started shooting at 5:30
a.m. for our long day of shooting

today! no ca.. 5ec8ef588b
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